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Insolvency Testing, Extreme Value Statistics and Resampling
Steve Craighead

Abstract

By the use of resampling and extreme value statistics we will develop a method to
reduce the time and costs of testing insurance company insolvency. Most ruin
models require assumptions about the surplus distribution and/or assumptions about
the claims count and severity distributions. The actuary may not be comfortable in
making these ruin assumptions. Instead, he or she may generate such distributions
by running extensive computer simulations of corporate models. We introduce a
method to reduce the number of simulations necessary to estimate the lower 5 %
tail of the surplus distribution. This approach 'cuts off' the tail at approximately
the tenth percentile of the sample distribution and generates new tails for the
distribution by resampling. The median and average of the new order statistics
approximate the lower 5 % tail.
R&Ud

A l'aide du rkkchantillonnage et des statistiques de valeurs extrkmes, nous

dkvelopperons une mtthode pur reduire le temps et les frais qu 'il faut pour tester
les risques d 'insolvabilitt des compagnies d 'assurance. La plupart des modkles de
ruine demandent des suppositions en ce qui concerne le distribution de surplus ou
en ce qui concerne des distributions de compte et de stvtritt des demandes. I1 se
peut que 1'actuaire ne soit pas h 1'aise h choisir ces suppositions de ruine. Plutbt,
on pourrat produire tels distributions par tourner des simulations nombreuses des
modkles actifs/passifs. Nous introduisons une mtthode qui sert h reduire le nombre
de simulations qu'il faut pour estimer le plus petit 5 % de la queue de la
distribution de surplus. Cette procedure "coupe" la queue la dixitme centile de la
distribution des Bchantillons et produit des nouvelles queues pour la distribution par
rkkchantillonnage. La mediane et la moyenne des nouvelles statistiques d'ordre
convergent vers le dernier 5 % de la queue.
Keywords

Extreme value distributions, bootstrapping, insolvency, surplus analysis, normalized
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In basic ruin analysis, Bowers et al. [3] set up a stochastic process with the
following assumptions:
1 . Claims count distribution,

2. Claims amount distribution,
3. No interest or asset performance,
4. Constant premiums, and

5. Constant expense loadings.

Even with these simple assumptions, there is still no closed formula for the probability of
ruin (i.e., when surplus drops below zero), except when the process is compound Poisson
with an exponential claims amount distribution. In the life insurance industry, however,
we are required by regulations or professional standards to conduct computer simulation
analysis upon different lines of business to observe when business performs poorly. We
model our business as accurately as possible, allowing for interest and asset performance,
changing premium and expense loadings. We do not make assumptions on the claims
count or amount distributions; however, we do make many other assumptions such as the
term structure of interest rates, relationship of our decrements to the level of interest rates,
and asset default probabilities. Computer simulations reveal our business’s behavior
relative to our assumption of the term structure of interest rates. Optimally, we want to
calculate the probability of ruin within the accuracy of these computer models.
There are three modeling techniques to consider: parametric, nonparametric, and
semiparametric. Parametric methods like those in [I21 require running n simulations and
fitting the results to the best parametric distribution. This method has six problems:
1. Finding the proper size of n,

2. Finding the proper distribution,
3. Finding the proper fitting algorithm,
4. Determining whether or not the fitting algorithm is data dependent,

5. Estimating the support of the fitted distribution (i.e., the range of possible

values of surplus), and
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6. Measuring extraneous information which parametric models introduce relative

to nonparametric models. Currently there are no diagnostics that can
measure this information. See [ 141 for a brief discussion of this problem.
Nonparametric models [ 161 for fitting unknown distributions have these problems:
1. The determination of the proper algorithm,
2. The misestimation of the support,
3. The need of a stopping rule (i,e., when to stop augmenting the model),
4. The distortion in the extreme tails, and

5. The increase in the size of the confidence intervals.
The increase in the size of the confidence intervals is most likely related to the inability to
measure extraneous information.
Semiparametric methods force a structure upon the model, but usually do not
require estimates of specific parameters. The best example of this concept in Actuarial
Science is the Whittaker-Henderson graduation technique, wherein Whittaker chose his
distribution of true values “by analogy to the normal frequency law.” However, he did not
assume the distribution to be normal [ 11, 191. Semiparametric methods have problems
similar to parametric ones, such as:
1. Determining the proper size of n,
2. Determining the choice of the best distributional structure for the model,
3. Determining the choices of the best fitting algorithm,
4. Determining whether the fitting algorithm is data dependent or not,

5. Determining the support, and
6. Measuring extraneous information.
The resampling technique described in Section 3 is best described as semiparametric.
However, it addresses the support misestimation problem.
In addition to the issue of choosing an appropriate modeling technique, there
remains the challenge of properly selecting the level of confidence. That is, if estimating
an extreme percentile like 1% or 0.1%, should the confidence level be at 90% or 95%, or
should it be comparable to the level of the percentile, like 99.5% or 99.95%?
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In my company research, I have been restrained to a nonparametric setting with a
high level of confidence in the left tail. Note the following formula from [9]:

where Yk is the k'th ascending order statistic (i.e., Y,,Y2,..., Y n ,where Y , s Y 2 s... SY,), and

S, is thep'th percentile. Using this formula, we found that estimating ruin at the 0.1%
level at a 99.95% left tail confidence level required n

=

10,000. See Appendix I in [5] for

the program that implements the above formula.
Using 10,000 interest rate scenarios for multiple lines of business, even though
very accurate, is expensive, time consuming, hard to organize, and not as succinct as
parametric ruin theory. In this paper, I introduce a method to analyze surplus distributions
with fewer ( ~ 1 , 0 0 0 )simulations, giving rules of thumb that help determine whether the
1,000 trials are sufficient.

Klein [ 101 noted that changing the underlying distribution of the term structure
produces a dramatically different surplus distribution. We will not address this complex
issue in this paper, other than to note that the term structure which generates the surplus
results in Section 5 is consistent between the different lines of business in a given year of
study.
The following empirical analysis will be conducted on 107 different surplus
distributions and 15 statistical distributions. The structure of this data, and the parameters
for the 15 statistical distributions are described in Section 4, and 5. There are 10,000
samples for each of the distributions used.
Section I briefly describes resampling and discuss extreme value statistics in detail.
Section 2 describes visual and statistical tests which allow the analyst to estimate the
specific extreme value distribution of the surplus distribution. Section 3 discusses the
semiparametric resampled extreme value bootstrap (REV) technique. Section 4 the REV
technique is examined on some known parametric distributions. Section 5 studies fitly-
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one different lines of business and compares the REV estimates with the 10,000 trial
empirical distributions for each of these lines of business. This section also develops three
rules of thumb for the proper use of REV. In Section 6, we conclude with a discussion of
results, other applications, and krther research.

Section 1.

and Ext

m Value Statistics

The use of bootstrap resampling is very flexible and can be applied to a broad class
of problems. See [6] for a good introduction to its use. The bootstrap allows you to
sample a random variable without specifjmg a parametric model for the distribution. One
constraint on this resampling is that the original samples must be independent and
identically distributed (denoted iid) samples.

All statistical analysis below is constructed to analyze the right tail of a
distribution. In our insolvency studies, we desire to study the left tail. In Section 5 , we
convert the left tail problem into right tail by multiplying the surplus values by - 1 .
This section is of a theoretical nature. The key points that you should gain from
this section if you do not wish to study it in depth are the following:
1. Understand the basic definition of order statistics, and their relationship to

quantile estimation..
2. Understand the basic properties of normalized distances where these distances

are iid exponential distribution. See Theorem 4 and its surrounding discussion.. Also note
the selection of the choice of k, where I decided where the tail begins.
3. Realize that there are only three types of tails for statistical distributions. These

types are exponential, heavier than exponential, and lighter than exponential. We will use
a nomenclature D(G) to indicate these types of distributions. Here D(G) = 3 for
exponential, D(G)=2 for lighter, and D(G)=l for heavier.
Theorem 1 through Theorem 3 is mostly involved in the discussion of some of the
underlying behavior of the tails of distributions and Theorem 3 is actually a form of an
existence proof that allows the use of the REV technique that is developed in Section 2.
Now, let X,,2 X,, 2 ... 2 X,,,, denote the descending order statistics of a sample
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of size n from a population with CDF F(x). The CDF F(x) is said to be jj~the domain
the distribution G(x), denoted D(G), if the following theorem holds for F(x):

-of

Theorem 1. (Central Limit Theorem for Extreme Value Statistics) If there exist real
numbers a, > 0, b,, n =I,2, ... such that for all real x
lim F"((x-bJ/aJ
n

= G(x)

+-

and if the above limit is nondegenerate then G(x) takes on one of three hnctional forms
(location and scale parameters aside):

C,(X) = erp( -exp( -x)),

- e < m .

where a > 0.
Frechet found

in 1927, and Fisher and Tippet found the other two in 1928.

Gnedenko proved the above Central Limit Theorem in 1943. After Gumbel used the three
distributions [8], later literature has tended to refer to them as the Gumbel Type 11,111, I
distributions, respectively. Our naming convention follows that of Falk [7]. See [4, 7, 8,
15 ,211 for fbrther discussion. Restated, the theorem says that as the number of samples

approaches infinity, the distribution of the largest order statistic is either degenerate or one
of the three above distributions. Gnedenko stated that bn = F -'(I-I/n) and
u, = F -'(I -e -'In) -b, (See [15]).

Using the notation from Falk [7], below we use the relation x =:y to indicate that
the symbol y is defined to be the expression x on the left-hand side.
The generalized Pareto distribution is defined as
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1 -x

-a=:

W,,,(x),

1 -( -xy=: W2,,(x),
1 -exp( -x)=:W,(x),

x> 1
- 1 sxso

x>O

Note that W,,,(x) is the standard Pareto distribution, W,.,(x) is the uniform distribution
on [ - 1,O], and W,(x) is the standard exponential distribution. Denote the three
distributions collectively as W(x).

Also, lettinga > 0, and G

=

G,,,, G,,,, G,, then note that 1 +ln(G(x))=W(x).

Also note the following relationship:
W,,,(?l I'flx), X>??- ' l a ,
W2,,(n "ax), -n " a s x s ~ ,
W,(x+ln(n)), x> -In@),
= : w(,(x)

We will call the

shifted generalized Pareto distribution.

Theorem 2. (Distribution Tail Classification Theorem) F ED(G) iff its upper tail can be
approximated in an appropriate way by a shifted generalized Pareto distribution,
i.e., F ( ( x - i ) / G ) 2 w(,(x)

for some shift parameter

6

and scale parameter &, as ?I

approaches infinity.
ProoF: See Falk [7].
To summarize, we can classify the tails of all distributions that satisfy Theorem 1
(up to scale and shift parameters) as either Pareto, exponential or W,,,(x) with mnp&t

SUDDort.
See [S] for further discussion of various attempts to use the above to approximate
the extreme quantiles of F(x).
The following technical theorem guarantees that the joint distribution of the tail
order statistics converges to one of three forms, This joint distribution will be simulated in
Section 3 using resampling. b a s s generalized the Central Limit Theorem in 1966, and
Weissman proved it in 1977.
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Theorem 3. (Generalized Central Limit Theorem) (X,n-bJ/a,converges

in distribution

to an extreme value distribution G iff for any k E N the ordered n’tuple,

( f l l , -bJ/a,,,&,

-bJ/a,,,...,fl,,,

-bJ/aJ,

converges in distribution to G@).Here G o has the k-dimensional Lebesgue-density
k

gfi)(X,+..~,)

=

C(X,)~~G~CX,WCX,),

where xI > x z >... >x,and is zero elsewhere.

So G

E { C ; ~ ~GFL,
~,

C,’”’,is

i~:I

the only limit for the joint distribution of the k

largest order statistics, standardized with the same location and scale parameters (the
anand b,

don’t have to be the same as given by Gnedenko). See [7] for a proof

Weissman [ 181 proved the final theorem that we will need:
Theorem 4. (Normalized Spacing Theorem) For F in the domain of distribution
G3(x), and for fixed k, as n -, the normalized spacings ia,-‘(Xi, -Xfi

(i

=

...,k ) are asymptotically jointly distributed as independent standard exponential

1,2,

random variables.
Reiss [ 131 discusses the appropriate value of k: “We see that in both cases there
is a trade off between the following two requirements:

(a) k has to be large to gain efficiency,
(b) k has to be small enough to get asymptotic normality of the estimator.”
This search for the proper k, which Boos [2] characterizes as where the
distributional tail begins, is critical to models in [2,15, 211. Several methods to determine

k are outlined in [IS, 17,211. Boos [2] makes an empirical estimate. My attempts to
estimate the 1 and 0.1 percentiles by using several techniques outlined in [ 15, 211
produced inconsistent results. Therefore, I took a more empirical approach like Boos [2]
and set k = 0. In + 2 for all my simulations.
A discussion of applying two different Weissman estimators fora, andb, to
determine k i n [2, 15, 211 is hrther discussed in [S].

Section 2. Visual and Statistical Tests for ExD-

. . . .

Boos [2] describes this visual test to determine the domain of attraction of a
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distribution’s tail. Take the top d5 sample order statistics, and plot them against

I;[

-In(d(n+l)) for i=1,2,... - , If the graph appears to be a straight line, the distribution
has an exponential tail attracted to

C;$(x).

If the graph bends down (concave down)

the distribution has compact support similar to the uniform distribution and is attracted
The tails of these types of distribution have less area than the exponential

to G:&(x).

distribution and are said to be lighter than exponential tails. If the graph bends up
(concave up) the distribution has a Pareto like tail and is attracted to

G;?&).

These

tails are considered to be heavier than exponential and will have more area under them
than exponential.
I have found that the visual test is too subjective. The following statistical test

(hereafter denoted CS Test) by Castillo et al. [4] reduces the confbsion about the domain

of attraction. Consider the following regions: A,,
and A,, = { [fi]
,. . . ,[2&]},

[h]}

= { I ,... ,

where [XI denotes the greatest integer less than x. Let

S,,andS,, be the slopes ofthe least square lines between -In(-ln((n+l -i-O.S)/n)) and
the order statistics {X,,} for i

in A,, and A,,, respectively. This is a correction of

the formulation ofthe CS ratio in [S]. The quotient S,,/Sl, will have large values for
distributions attracted to G;t&),
G::L)(x),

small values (near zero) for those attracted to

and midrange values for those attracted to

G;[;(x).

See 141 for hrther

explanation.
The results of the visual test are displayed below in Figures 1 through 3 . The
parameters and slope ratios of these three examples are contained in Table 1 in Section 4.
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Section 3. -c

Boo-

This bootstrap technique approximates the joint distribution of the k largest order
statistics,GF’, of Theorem 3 (i.e., an exponential tail). This technique essentially cuts the
tail off and attaches additional tails with normalized distances based on the original tail.
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We will denote this technique as Resampled Extreme Values (REV).
Here, define the vector of normalized distances, d = { d l } ,of the k+l largest order
statistics to be

dl =

J(Jn

-J+,,)

i = 1, ..., k

Realize that this definition of normalized distances is different from Theorem 4. By
Theorem 4, the {dl}are approximately iid exponential random variables when n is much
larger than k. Because an is unknown and constant across all the distances, we can
remove an to perform the simulation. Let {d,',..., d i }be a bootstrap resample of size k
drawn with replacement from d. (Here just choose a sample of k discrete uniformly
distributed random numbers between 1 and k inclusive, and use those random numbers as
the subscripts for elements of the set { d l } ) .Now, one defines the bootstrap order
statistics

Here

Xin L Xin L ... L XL of the k largest order statistics by

X,; = x/,,

for j

L

k+ 1. The collective

{Ti} simulates a sample from the joint

distribution of the order statistics of the tail discussed in Theorem 3. Note also that each
individual
collective

X,;
{X,;}

represents the ___
(n-j+') quantile of the sample distribution. The
I1

also represents a new tail being attached to the truncated distribution.

Notice here that we only need the normalized distances d to be iid. REV makes no
assumption that the tail is approximately exponentially distributed. That is why REV is
classified as semiparametric. See [ 15, 21,221 for a hrther discussion of this resampling
technique.
By ordering the results of our bootstrap samples, we are able to inexpensively
collect information about the behavior of the tail of the underlying true distribution. Now
we have ordered
these ordered

. . ! Shades of recursion! The median or the mean of
. . in the bootstrap regime, is a good estimate of the
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underlying true tail. Also, the other ordered ordered s t 1 w allows one to create
nonparametric confidence intervals about the mean or median at each quantile.
In the data analysis of Sections 4 and 5, all sample populations have 1,000 different
samples, and their tails start at k=102. We resample the sample distributions’ tails 500
times each, and determine the median and the mean ofthe resampledX,;, for; = 1..50.
The choice of i

= 1..50

simulates the upper 5% of the distribution.

Truncated distributions in general take on the formF(x(y<X<z) = F(x)-FW
F(z)-Fb)’
where F(x) is the cumulative distribution. When examining a truncated left tail
distribution, y =--,and F(y)=O. When examining a truncated right tail distribution,z=-,
and F(z) = 1.
By using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, the truncated resampled 5% tail is
compared to the truncated 5% tail of the corresponding approximate population
distribution. Note that truncated distributions fail the KS test more frequently because
there are fewer points, and the maximum absolute deviation is magnified due to the
division by the truncation percentage.
The approximate population distribution is a sample distribution of 10,000 samples
instead of 1,000. If the median or mean tail estimates of the X,; were a perfect match to
the 10,000 trials, then each estimate would correspond to an order statistic Ylorloooo of the
10,000 trial populations. However, in reality, the median and the mean of {X,;} will be

between Y, loooo and Yo+l,
loooo for some j. So t o approximate the quantile of the 10,000
sample distribution to which the resampled quantile is compared, we let

represent

either the median or the mean of the {A’,;} for i = 1 .SO. Using linear interpolation, the
quantile of the median or the mean of the {X,;) is

j+

K-5
*(l+1,

10000

,oooo-r,

10000

10000

in the 10,000 sample population. These quantiles are then used in the KS comparison
between the resampled tail and the approximate population distribution.
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. .
Section 4. m w n P a w n .c Distnb-

.

Initially, we compare REV on fifteen separate parametric distributions. Table 1
lists the distributions, their parameters, their CS ratios, their domain of convergence D(G),

and the KS probabilities for the median and mean. The S34/S,2
interval of acceptance for
Region 1 (heavier than exponential tails) is between 0 and 0.70. The Region 2 (lighter
than exponential) interval is greater than or equal to 2. The Region 3 (exponential tails)
interval is between 0.7 and 1.99. The column D(G) reflects these three intervals. (Note:
Beta1 through Beta4 are from the Beta distribution with different parameters chosen to
test different Region 2 compact support distributions.)
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Notice that the region of acceptance of Region 3 incorrectly excludes the Chi
Square distribution. REV passes the truncated KS test whenever the KS probability is
greater than 5%. Note that REV passes the KS test for both the Chi Square and Beta2
distributions. We will see how well REV estimates some Region 1 and Region 2 empirical
distributions in the next section.

..

Section 5. m e a l Surplus Di s t r i m
Following is an application to the projected surplus of 5 1 different lines of
business, denoted “LOBm” for m = 1,. ..,5 1. The analysis includes three year-end
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projections (1992-4) for each LOB. The following analysis examines the right tail of a
distribution. To study the surplus values below zero, all the surplus values were multiplied
by -1 to turn the left tail analysis into a right tail analysis.
The given samples represent projected accumulated surplus at year 20, discounted
to the present. This variable gives a good indication of long-term line of business
solvency. Since this is not a parametric fit, the following score card will compare the
10,000 trial percentiles with the resampled 5% tail where n=1,000. The region of

acceptance for the domain of convergence is the same as in Section 4. The truncated KS
test
r

1992 1992

N-

1992

1992

1993 1993

s3,D(G) Ks KS
Median Mean

WG)
s34
-

I

II

I

I LOB04 u1.181 3

I

I

I

KS

I

I

1994 1994

.y3,

-

WG)

1994

1994

KS

KS

Median Mean

s,,

I

I

I0.33760.35011 10.621 1 I0.96940.9634 (1.161 3 I O . 9 9 1 0 . 9 9 9 1
0.54

1

1.0000 0.9999

1.29

3

0.9994 0.9992

0.55

1

1.OOOO

1.oooO

0.81

3

0.9997 0.9992

0.998flO.9965 1.59

3

0.9884,0.98751 2.08

2

0.3083 0.290a

LOB05

NA NA

NA

LOB06

1.75

0.9362 0.9135

LOB07

0.99 3

3

1

1993

KS

Median Mean

s,,

4 2

1993

NA
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1992 1992

1992

1992

1993 1993

s,,
s,

1993

D(G) KS

-

M d i a n Mcan

1993

1994 1994

1994

1994

KS

s,, D(G)
-

KS

KS

Mnlien Mean

SI2

2

NA
2

1

NA

1.24

3

0.2216 0.2553

3

0.m0.9996

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

0.74

3

1.0M)O1.0000

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

1.43

3

0.4646,0.4644

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

'

4

1.78 3

0.9921 0.9922

0.82

3

0.9998 0.9998

1.47

3

0.9931 0.9932

LOB28

1.20 3

0.9954 0,9958

0.83

3

1.0000 I.oM10

1.19

3

0.9728 0.972s

IX)B29

2.30

2

0.4052 0.4280

0.83

3

0.994T0.9934

1.05

3

0.9431 0 . m

3

0.9334 0.9227

1.65

3

0.9942 0.9893

NA

NA

NA

NA

3

0.5442 0.4753

1.52

3

0.9653 0.9232

NA

NA

NA

NA

3

0.9998,l.oooO

2.21

1.25

3

c

!

!

I LOB34 111.091 3 I

1

2

0.9943 0.993Q

0.96940.9891 I 1 . 1 5 I 3

I 0.71340.6614

0.01~0.0093,

11.33( 3 IO.S05~0.510F(

L O B ~ S 0.87

3

0.9914 0.9967

2.04

2

0.9991 0.9957

1-63

3

0.0805 0.0824

LOB36

3

1.0000 1.OOO0

1.92

3

1.0OOC

1.oooO

1.63

3

0.9737 0.9652

LOB37

0.84
II

NA NA
I

NA
I

I

NA

I LOB43 l N A l NA I
LOB44 111.801 3

I

NA

2

3.04
I

I LOB38 llNA I NA I NA I NA I

I

NA

LOB27

1

I

NA

0 . m 8 0 . ~ 9 6 1.63

NA

!

1

Mdian Mcsn

I NA I

0.9741]0.9694

,

10.75

I

0.8869 0.8347
I

I3 I

I

I

1

1.81

I

3

I

I3I

0.677110.67751 11.05

0.95490.9374
I

1

0.999dO.9994

I 1 I 0.956110.9526 11.14 I 3 I 0 . 9 4 0 . 9 9 9 4
10.80 I 3 I 1 . 4 0 . 9 9 9 4 11.11 I 3 I 0.99860.9984
10.61
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1994

Ks
Mean

NA

NA
NA
0.399
0.964

NA

1

I

1

31

Table 2

1

Here, we see that Region 3 distributions are well estimated by REV.
In the course of this analysis, we pinpointed an error in the underlying model. For
example, the misestimate of LOBOl in 1992 turns out to be an example of leverage points.

See [ I ] for a discussion of how leverage points are handled within regression analysis.
LOBOl was our first attempt at this type of corporate model, and existence of leverage
points indicates an error in the computer modeling. This impact of leverage points on
REV also indicates that the technique is not robust in the treatment of outliers.
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The misestimate of LOB33, in 1994, indicates where REV does not represent the
extreme tail well over the entire 5% tail. The test passes, however, when restricting the
truncated KS test to the 2.5%tail. So REV only approximates the 2.5% tail well for
LOB33.

The fact that all tests passed for all regions in 1993, I believe, was related to the
fact that interest rates were very low in 1993. The ten year Treasury Bond values for
1992, 1993, and 1994 were respectively 6.77%, 5.83%, and 8.09%. In 1993, the

dispersion of the surplus was tighter than in 1992 or 1994. The underlying interest rate
scenarios for the corporate model were generated from a simple lognormal generator.
Since the actual standard deviation of a lognormal distribution declines with the starting
interest rates, the behavior of the standard deviation of the scenarios in 1993 narrowed

from that of 1992 or 1994, and led to the narrowing of the overall surplus results.
When conducting the KS tests, I observed that the results varied by the choice of
1,000-samples for some specific LOBS. To measure this data dependency, I conducted

multiple KS tests with 25 different 1,000-samples from each ofthe 122 sample
distributions, totaling 3,050 tests. Table 3 shows the collective results ofthese tests for
the lo%, 7.5%, 5%, and 2.5%resampled tails.
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=
79.5%

+I

14.4%

'1.9%

1.1%

93.4..

94.001

The smaller percentage tails influence the truncated KS test, so the overall results
improve as one examines more of the simulated median or mean tail. Recall that the KS
test mirrors the standard KS test except that the maximum absolute deviation is divided by
the truncation percentile, thus magnifying the deviation. However, the choice of where
the tail begins, as set by the variable k, has a counter influence and will create situations
that may pass at the 2.5% or 5% level but will not pass at 10%. Refer to the above
discussion for 1994's LOB33.
We could improve the Region 3 pass percentage by shifting its region of
acceptance. A rough global maximum Region 3 interval is between 0.55 and 2.99. Using
the 10% mean tail for the 3,050 KS truncated tests improved the pass percentage from
94.00% to 94.27% in the above tests. Looking at just the parametric distributions, we

now correctly include the Chi Square distribution and incorrectly include Beta2 and Beta3.
Ifthe Region 3 interval is between 0.55 and 1.94, then thea local maximum pass
percentage of 94.23% results. This region correctly includes the Chi Square distribution
and properly excludes the two Beta distributions, which were included with the rough
global maximum.
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In the analysis of surplus, 1 have developed the following Rules of Thumb when
using REV as a tool to reduce the number of trials:

Rules of Thumb.
I . All business with tails heavier than exponential (as measured by the CS ratio)

should use 10,000 trials.
2. All expensive business, where overestimation would be critical, with tails

Exponential or lighter, should use 10,000 trials.
3. If visual and statistical test behavior is maintained into subsequent years,

additional runs may not be necessary.

Section 6.
REV is a very effective estimator when coupled with the CS test for Region 3
distributions. This is evidenced by the KS results at the end of the last section. The
truncated KS test discussed above is a two-tailed test. We could improve the statistics by
considering a one-tail test where we only test the maximum of the deviation of the
resampled tail from the tail of the empirical population distribution (instead of the
maximum of the absolute difference). This approach would allow the resampled tail to lie
above the empirical population distribution. If an estimation process places greater area
under the tail of the surplus distribution, the process is more conservative, hence
permitting a one-tail test.
Strawderman and Zelterman [ 151 have developed a method that does not use
resampling, but approximates the bootstrap CDF through a saddlepoint approximation
found by Wood et. al. [20]. Further research could be conducted here.
Further analysis of the CS test should be conducted as well. One particular area of
analysis is to test the sensitivity to changes in underlying parameters. For example, hrther
research could improve the choice of k, replacing the simplified rule used above. Another
promising method would be the technique developed in [ 171.
Examing the surplus data, the underlying assumptions and term structure remained
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constant throughout the 10,000 trials for each given valuation year. The business models
have changed between valuation years. For example, LOB49 was modeled the same in
years 1992 and 1993, but was changed in 1994. However the domain of convergence of
the distribution went from one to three between years 1992 and 1993, and remained at
three in year 1994. It appears that the term structure of interest rates affects the domain

of convergence, and hrther research should be conducted on this effect.
Region 1 distributions, according to Gumbel [S] and Strawderman and Zelterman
[ 151, can be transformed to Region 3 distributions using the natural logarithm. This

transformation may modify the rules of thumb, hrther reducing the required number of
simulations.
In conclusion, we have developed a method to reduce the time and costs of testing
insurance company insolvency. We have removed several assumptions about the surplus
distribution and have replaced them with results from extreme value theory. We have
introduced the CS test, which will allow actuaries to determine the riskiness of a line of
business. We hope that these methods and tests will be adopted to reduce risk and
develop better and safer products in our industry.

POSTSCRIPT:A copy of the program and the fifteen parametric sample
distributions implementing the REV technique is available by request.
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